A study of around 13,000 musical compositions from the Western classical tradition is carried out, spanning 33 major composers from the Baroque to the Romantic, with a focus on the usage of major/minor key signatures. A 2-dimensional chromatic diagram is proposed to succinctly visualize the data. The diagram is found to be useful not only in distinguishing style and period, but also in tracking the career development of a particular composer.
Introduction
Within the Western tradition of music, spanning at least the high Renaissance/early Baroque till the advent of the modern 12-tone paradigm, the choice of key signature is one of the decisive elements to any musical composition, reflecting the composer's mood, influencing the style and determining the basic tonality [1, 2] . That the statistics of keys should be studied for a composer, much in the spirit of stylo-statistics of analysing a writer's preference of words [3] , actually goes back to the beginning of the 20th century [4] , before text statistics rose to prominence in the 1960s. Today, in the age of information, data analyses on readily electronically accessible oeuvres of artists have become the norm in musical and literary theory.
Whilst there have been statistical investigations on the key signatures for specific composers (e.g. [5] ), comparisons thereof (e.g. [6] ), or on establishing online resources (e.g. [7, 14] ), a unified, analytical framework is still lacking. This is unsurprising given that one cannot seemingly do much more than pair-wise correlative studies between the percentages of key usages between composers (some nice preliminary work in percentages and visualization of key choices of certain and some aggregate classical composers have been done in [6, 14] ). The purpose of this paper is to establish a 2-dimensional plot, which will be called the chromatic diagram whose geometry (i) underlies a common ground for comparative musicology; (ii) tracks the evolution of a composers preference over his/her career; and (iii) provides a visual classification of style.
It is common knowledge that Western tonal composition in the classical tradition falls into the dichotomy of major/minor, each of which is dictated by a key governed by number of accidentals (sharps and flats) resulting in a circle of fifths (q. v. Table  1) . A natural grading which shall be called degree (to borrow terms from algebraic geometry) is clearly to have plus/minus for the number of sharps/flats, so that CMajor/a-minor is 0, G-Major/e-minor is 1, F-Major/d-minor is −1.
The usual notation of using capitals for major keys and lower-cases for the minor keys is also adopted, whereupon a single letter with and will unambiguously specify the key. Tonally, the cycle of fifths should be comprised of no more than 12 keys. However, though C is the same as D tonally, they do reflect a different compositional mood, so these will be kept as distinct. Nevertheless, keys beyond C and C are The degree for the number of flats/sharps, organized according to relative major/minors, each going in cycles of 5th. Tonally, for example F is the same as G though traditionally composers make a distinction between these two. However, keys beyond C and C are extremely rare.
extremely rare. In other words, for practical purposes, the need beyond degree ±7 is unnecessary. In summary, for a given key k of a composition, the degree is defined as
where | | counts the number of accidentals.
The Chromatic Diagram
Since the duality between major and minor is so manifest in determining the composition, it is expedient to place the two on perpendicular axes which can be called major and minor (ironically terms also already taken by algebraic geometry in the study of conic sections). A two-dimensional lattice -which is doubly-periodically identified -is thus naturally created. This construction is similar in spirit to Euler's Tonnetz [2, 8] , though not identical to it. Now, whilst this definition of the diagram seems to only consider lattice points given by the degree, averages d(k) (both weighted and unweighted) will be shortly taken over a composers career, thus non-lattice points will also be occupied. Geometrically, as usage of the entire plane and not just the lattice points will be made, this diagram has the topology of a torus T In summary, points on the chromatic diagram are certain averaged degrees, so that each point corresponds to either a particular composer, to a chosen period of a (a) composer active career, both of which will be explored shortly,
The works of a composer can thus be divided into a list of major (respectively minor) pieces and then averaged (with weights to be discussed shortly) in order to produce a point on D C . The complete works of most classical composers are freely available, for instance detailed in [9] . All composers whose catalogue consists of a substantial number of compositions (say around 50 or above) with definitive keys are extracted, which amounts to the list of 33 composers (Table 2) , with a total of 12,331 works, 8,488 of which are in major keys and 3,843 in minors. Table 2 : A total of 33 composers with compositions in distinctly catalogued keys (many with opus numbers); the superscript ordering is maintained throughout.
It should be remarked that (i) this is a sizable data-set; (ii) some famous composers such as Wagner or Puccini are not included since operas are not usually associated with a particular key; (iii) instrument-specific composers such as Wieniawski (violin) or Sor (guitar), though well-known, are not included because their compositions are biased by the tuning of the instrument (Paganini is included for reference and also because he composed widely for 2 differently tuned instruments); (iv) Renaissance and modern composers whose keys are often modulated at will or are atonal are not included.
Comparative Studies and Classification
First, a histogram of the major and minor compositions, arranged by degree, and collected over all the composers is presented on the left of Figure 2(a) ; for reference, the combined histogram is also presented to the right. It is visible that the major key peaks at 0, and the minor, at −2, meaning that C and g are the most popular. While they appear as normally distributed, tests such as Cramer-Von Mises [15] reject this hypothesis, as they also rejects some of the standard distributions such as Cauchy or Poisson. It would be interesting to find an analytic PDF for this data-set, though this is not needed for present analyses. A scatter plot of the fraction of major (horizontal axis)/minor(vertical axis) compositions is shown in Figure 2(b) ; all points lie on the x + y = 1 line by construction but the closeness to either axis indicates a preference of mode. For example, Mozart and J. C. (the "English") Bach clearly prefer major keys while Rachmaninoff and Shostakovich prefer minor; the degree of preference can be measured by, say, the ratio between the x and y intercepts. An aggregate view can be seen (Figure 3(a) ) by plotting the arithmetic mean over each artist's major/minor compositions and shown labelled on the chromatic diagram; i.e.,
where T i = |k| is the total number of compositions for composer i. Immediately apparent is Paganini being an outlier to the right, which is due to his almost-exclusive compositions for the violin and guitar, for both of which E/e (degree ±4) is a natural key. Likewise, an outlier to the left is Fauré, known for his many voice compositions wherein flat keys are natural for singers.
For reference, the same scatter plot, but with averages weighted by the aforementioned distribution for the combined major/minor compositions over the entire dataset as a normalization, is presented in Figure 3(b) . That is, let the aggregate distribution (both major and minor) at the right of Figure 2(a) , normalized to be a percentage, be P (k), then the 33 points are (x i , y i ) = T
This weighting pulls in the extremal points, since higher degrees are weighted less by the distributions.
Simple cluster analysis further reveals interesting groupings. The very bottom triplet of (7, 24, 29) of Bruckner-Rachmaninoff-Shostakovich explores deep into the minor key. Composers with a large opus for the piano, such as (7, 9, 28, 26), also tend to occupy extremal positions as the instrument allows for easy tonal exploration. The centroid (by Euclidean distance) is at around (0.22, −0.31), close to Liszt and Mendelssohn who, especially the former, had many transpositions in various keys of earlier composers. The (4, 5, 10, 17, 20, 23, 25, 27) group is a solidly Classical/early Romantic set consisting of Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert; the only odd one out temporally is Saint-Saëns, who, though a proponent of his contemporary late Romantics, is indeed known to be compositionally traditional. The cluster to the right is interesting, consisting of a mixture of Baroque and (mid-late) Romantic composers. The extremal (11, 26, 32, 28) , as mentioned, have an inclination for the keyboard, even more so than (2, 1, 30), which includes J. S. Bach, who, despite the richness of his harmonies, has more grounded key signatures.
Tracking a Particular Career
The diagram D C is also useful for tracking a composer's life. Take Mozart for instance, whose opus is well-catalogued as KV numbers by year [10, 11] , a plot of the cumulative arithmetic mean is shown in Figure 4 (a). The cumulative average is taken because averaging individual years has too many fluctuations. An illustrative trend is seen. In 1761, aged 5, Mozart composed 6 pieces, 3 in C, 2 in 1 in G and 2 in F, giving (−1/6, 0). This meandered throughout his career (q.v. [10] ), increasing in compositions in the minor keys, until his Requiem in d (KV626) in 1791. A downward turn towards minors after an upward trend occurred in 1781, when he left Vienna after quarrelling with the archbishop. Similarly, the left turn towards more flat-major keys in 1777 coincided with his departure from Salzburg to Paris, where he encountered new ideas and motifs.
As another example, J. S. Bach is shown in Figure 4(b) . Note that the BachWerke-Verzeichnis (BWV) number is not chronological [12, 13] thus explicit dates of each composition is obtained in compiling the data and in the analyses. Again, the biggest fluctuations are in the early years, as the composer was exploring tonally. The trend here, unlike Mozart, is a meandering upward toward Bach's death in 1750, surely due to the fact that he had much less tragic a fate. The step around 1717 approximately corresponds to Bach's leaving Weimar, and the final phase starting with the step around 1723/4 was when he settled down at Leipzig at Thomaskirche till his death in 1750.
Concluding Remarks
From the various studies, both in the context of an aggregate plot over different composers, as well as in tracking the career progression of individuals, the chromatic diagram has been shown to be a useful indicator. This is rather unexpected since choice of key is a very preliminary factor in a composition; its utility clearly shows how grounded tonality and modality are in the classical tradition.
This work constitutes only a beginning of much more stylo-statistical studies of musical composition and history; immediate projects which come to mind include plotting the career trends of many more composers, or finding the right degree in going beyond 12-tone compositions. The visual nature of the diagram renders it a particularly powerful tool, whereby making a conducive interplay between music, history and geometry.
